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Archives Steering Committee – Maryland N.
Archives Accomplishments and experiences you are proud of or that were particularly
inspirational to you.

● Participated in a 100% Inventory of the TD. Input 50+ lines of data for Box 3 TD
Inventory Sheet.

● Participated in the preparations for, the load up of and the setup of the entire TD for
the Step Ashore Conference in Ocean Shores, WA for August 12-15, 2021.
Participated with 9 other archivists in the displaying and take down of the entire TD.
There were 536 attendees at the conference and 225 came thru the display and we 10
archivists contributed 131 hours over the weekend.

● Supervised and participated with two new Repository service workers in the ‘�rst
and second levels’ sorts of 13 boxes of ‘To Be Sorted’ or ‘To Be Inventoried’
records—eliminating at least three boxes when the materials were moved to their
rightful collections established in the Repository’s Box Catalog system. This took 41
service hours to accomplish this work.

● Continued working with a service worker on the preservation and digitization of
Volume 1 of the Black Albums from Box 10 of the TD.

● Decided to preserve the records of service worker’s hours and tasks performed in the
Repository in a log similar to what the Digital Archivist does for the work performed
in the construction and maintenance of the DR and will document the last two
months actions with this report.

● Invested 10 hours at home in the construction of a line-by-line itemized budget
document for the materials and equipment necessary to update, preserve, protect,
and display archivally valuable items in the TD.  Received input from the Digital
Archivist on materials to establish an Archival Library and integrated the data into
the Budget Request. Used the internet to shop for these items and placed the results
of the searches in a document in the Finance Folder, Budgets subfolder of the AD.
Submitted this to the ASC, communicated by voice phone call to ascertain each
member’s perspective of the budget request prior to sending to the September 4th
for review and advise. Held a Zoom call with the members of the ASC to review the
budget request, adjusting per the groups input.  Reached 100% consensus from the
ASC members on our FY 2022’s budget document.

● Trained a non-computer person to do an Excel document complete with formulas
and headers and footers—this was based on their research on the internet to
determine current market values for each of the items in the TD collection.  This
evaluation was a FIRST TIME EVER! for both the user and the WWA72 Archives.

● For Oral Histories, I contacted Past Delegate Burke D. and he has agreed to be
interviewed.  Conducted an Interview with Nancy K., Area 07 Alternate Archivist,
49 years of sobriety.



● Postponed the Regional Archives Conservation Workshop due to rising COVID
numbers.

A.A. Archives problems or issues you are facing or have already dealt with.
1. Reception, classi�cation, and index of WWA Area 72 A.A. materials for the still
su�ering alcoholic: We need a higher upload and download speed on X�nity for the
Digital Repository. It would cost an additional $50 a month to get 30 mgps upload
speed and 300 mgps download speed.  Right now, it takes the digital Archivist and
me signi�cant e�orts physically to accomplish the data transfer so that the Digital
Repository can be backed up with on the Repository drives.  Additionally, with
Zoom and 4+ volunteers actively working in the Repository this is a must.

2. Holdings and preservation of WWA Area 72 A.A. materials for the still su�ering
alcoholic: Access the FoxPro database—a dilemma since about 2010-2012. I found
Ticomix, a company who will convert the ‘backend’ of our FoxPro database.  They
need a Nondisclosure Agreement done so I sent to the Chair, Crystal.

3. Provide access to these WWA Area 72 A.A. materials for the still su�ering
alcoholic: I continue to work on an ongoing research request from the “Puget Sound
80 years of Recovery” Committee for any information in our �les on the individuals
from their vicinity which includes Districts 9, 10, 29, 43, 44, 45 and 54.

4. Education/Learning about WWA Area 72 A.A. for the still su�ering alcoholic:
Design 25 hours of Archives activities for the Zoom room at Assembly.

5. Assist in the operations of WWA Area 72 A.A. for the still su�ering alcoholic: I
will continue the mapping project I am working with a volunteer and the expense is
$100 annually for ArcGIS.

6. Promote understanding of the origins, goals, and program of WWA Area 72 A.A.
for the still su�ering alcoholic: Participate in the virtual Archives Zoom room.
Present the basic outline of materials and presentation methodologies to the ASC on
9/19/21.

Please share some Archives goals you hope to achieve or begin work on in the next month.
● Continue to work with two volunteers to complete the ‘second and third levels’ of

sorting of the 13 boxes of the Shelf Box Catalog materials labeled ‘To Be Sorted’ or
‘To Be Inventoried’ records in the third and fourth week of September.

● Begin another 100% Inventory of the 25 containers for the TD—ensuring all
accession actions are documented and preservation tasks are performed: updating
each Excel TD sheet for Accuracy.  Redo the comprehensive �rst sheet of the TD
Inventory Workbook to re�ect all actions completed prior to 8/15/21 (and Corrections
Collection).

● Work with D7 Archives Chair, Cindy, to prepare a PowerPoint version of the
Delegates/Maps/AA Population & Groups Boards—so we can have them



professionally printed and then displayed throughout the TD collection when on
display.

● Work with Theron, Technology resource for the National AA Archives Workshop
web page, and Cindy, D7 Archives Chair, to prepare a video for “unboxing” training
video. This is very exciting.


